Key Stage 2 Archery

Introduction to Archery
Archery requires focus, precision and skill - you don’t need to be ‘sporty’ to be
great at it. It’s a sport for people who like to challenge themselves. As well as
physical benefits, archery can teach patience, discipline and perseverance.
Archery is an inclusive sport. Players with SEND can access the sport from a
standing or seated position and rules should be modified to ensure that SEND
archers have equal access to competition. The equipment can also be modified
for the relevant age groups / abilities.

Types of Archery
Arrows
Arrows is a mini version of archery specifically designed for children in infant, primary and junior schools.
It is sometimes called ‘soft’ or ‘sucker’ archery which relates to the equipment used.
Arrows is the format recommended for the School Games at a primary level.
Arrows is therefore the type of archery we will explore in this presentation to enable staff to feel
confident in delivering sessions and competitions within their schools.
Traditional Archery
Many archery clubs provide taster sessions or beginners courses for schools. To find out if a club near to
you can inspire the children, you can use the GB Archery club finder tool.
Herts Disability Sports Foundation are one of the local providers who can deliver Traditional Archery in
your school, for more info please contact Ros Cramp - ros@hdsf.co.uk.
You could also consider delivering archery to the children yourself. There are training courses available to
access such as the Instructor Award which is suitable for non-archers who want to deliver archery
sessions to beginners. For other courses please take a look at the GB Archery website.

Equipment
To deliver arrows archery in your school you will need
some equipment;

Official GB Archery ‘Arrows’ Kit
Soft Archery kit by Decathlon
You can probably find other sets online that are similar!

Safety
Establish the rules for safety early on with your participants. You could encourage the class to
work on whistle commands to organise activity on the range:
• One blow for starting to shoot
• Two for the retrieval of the arrows
• Three or more to stop all activity
Participants must always stand behind the waiting line if they are not shooting.
Only collect arrows when all teams have finished shooting and when they have been instructed to
do so.
Only the person collecting the arrows can cross the shooting line.
All archers should be wearing long sleeves or an arm guard to protect their forearm. Ensuring
there is no loose clothing that might get caught in the bow.

Setting up the area
Ensure the equipment is checked before use.

The targets should be approximately 10m away from the
archers – this can be marked with white cones.
Mark out the ‘safe’ area where the participants wait for
their turn – this can be marked with red cones.
Targets should be placed 2m apart to ensure enough room
for pupils to collect their arrows and walk to the back of
their line.
Participants should be clearly told to follow instructions on
when to shoot and collect their arrows.

Scoring
Scoring may differ based on the archery sets you have access to
Whichever area the sucker is mostly covering should be the points awarded to
the player
If the arrow drops off after initially sticking to the board, the player should still
receive the points
If the arrow sticks to the board outside a designated points zone
(red on the target opposite) then 1 point should be awarded
If the arrow misses the board completely the player scores 0

Archery Activities
1. The Major Oak
Set out the range:
• White markers for the shooting line, Red markers for the waiting line
• Yellow markers for the inside lane, Green markers marking the outside lane

Split the class into groups of four.
The challenge is to take it in turns to shoot three arrows and land them within the high
scoring area:
• Between the yellow markers = 10 points
• Between the yellow and green markers = 5 points
• Outside the green markers = 1 point
The more accurate, the more points are scored.
When all archers have shot three arrows once, narrow the lanes to make it harder to score.
To extend the task provide free-standing targets within the scoring zones for bonus points.
This game can also be played as a warm up with beanbags to emphasise the rules of the
range.
Remember to check the stance and technique for shooting is correct – T position / aiming

Don’t forget your arm guard before you shoot

Archery Activities
2. Henry V
Set out the range:
• White markers for the shooting line, Red markers for the waiting line
• Yellow markers for the shuttle run line.
• Green markers marking the line to shoot beyond.
• White markers marking out of bounds.
Split the class into groups of six. In each group three players are ‘archers’ and three players are
‘soldiers’.
The first archer has to shoot three arrows over the green line of cones.
Soldiers march (walk) to collect the arrows whilst the archer who has shot completes as many shuttle
runs as possible until all soldiers return.
The second archer to shoot next gets ready and the third archer counts the number of shuttle runs
whilst the soldiers collect the arrows.
The next archer shoots three arrows until all archers have had a go.
The archers and soldiers then swap roles.
The archers with the highest number of shuttle runs wins.

Don’t forget your arm guard before you shoot

Safety: remember to enforce the strict safety rules you already have in place. You might be using the
whistle system (one blow to start, two to retrieve and three or more to stop all activity). Soldiers only
collect the arrows when the archer has finished shooting. Soldiers must walk when collecting arrows.

Archery Activities
3. Unlock the drawbridge
Set out the range:
• White markers for the shooting line, Red markers for the waiting line
• Yellow markers for the first scoring zone, Green markers for the second scoring zone
• Free standing archery targets approx. 10m from the shooting line
• Place a hoop or bucket in the yellow and green scoring zones
Split the class into teams of five or six. One team member shoots three arrows at the free standing
target to establish how many opportunities they get to throw for points:
• Hit a 10 or 9 = throw three beanbags
• Hit a 8, 7 or 6 = throw two beanbags
• Hit the red or a miss = throw one beanbag
To score points members of the team must land beanbags within identified scoring zones:
• Land in the yellow scoring zone for two points
• Land in the green scoring zone for three points
• Land the beanbag within a hoop in the yellow scoring zone for five points
• Land the beanbag within a hoop in the green scoring zone for ten points
Team members take it in turns to shoot three arrows, throw for points, and keep score.
After all have shot three arrows, the team with the highest score has unlocked the drawbridge and
wins

Don’t forget your arm guard before you shoot

Archery Activities
Competition
Set out the range:
• White markers for the shooting line, Red markers for the waiting line
• Targets 10m away from shooting line
Split the class into teams of equal size, maximum of 8 in a team.
Ensure arm guards are worn before players shoot.
Each player takes it in turns to shoot 3 arrows.
Scores from all players are added together to make a team total.
Teams could play against each other or you could set up an intra-school
leader board.

For all archery activities think inclusively, following the STEP principle

Space
Move the targets closer/further away. Increase or decrease the area. Consider
the playing surface.
Task
Consider altering the scoring system. Introduce bonus points for certain tasks.
Equipment
Vary the equipment based on the needs of the group. If they are struggling to use
the bow and arrow, you can lay the target on the floor and participants can throw
a beanbag.
People
Provide visually impaired players with a guide to assist in positioning.

